Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) Chipsets - Global Strategic Business Report

Description:
This report analyzes the worldwide markets for Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) Chipsets in US$ Thousand by the following End-Use Application Segments: IP Telephony, IP Cameras, and Others. The report provides separate comprehensive analytics for the US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, and Rest of World.

Annual estimates and forecasts are provided for the period 2015 through 2022. Also, a six-year historic analysis is provided for these markets. Market data and analytics are derived from primary and secondary research.

Company profiles are primarily based on public domain information including company URLs. The report profiles 44 companies including many key and niche players such as:

- Akros Silicon, Inc.
- Broadcom Ltd.
- Cisco Systems, Inc.
- Delta Controls Inc.
- Flexcomm Technology (Shenzhen) Limited
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II. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1. INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
- Rise of Ethernet Networking: The Foundation of the PoE Market
  Table 1: Growing Investments in Ethernet Infrastructure, as Measured by Sales of Ethernet Switches, Lays a Stable Foundation for Growth in the PoE Market: Global Sales of Ethernet Switches (In US$ Million) for the Years 2012, 2014 & 2016 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
- Market Overview & Outlook
- Efficient Power Management Gains Precedence in PoE Chip Design
- Focus on Smart Power Budgeting: The Prime Catalyst for Growth in the PoE Market
  Table 2: Rising Power Consumption of Network Enabled Devices Strengthens the Business Case for PoE Deployments to Reduce Idle Power Consumption & Optimize Energy Savings & Cost: Global Energy Consumption of Network Enabled Devices & Savings Potential (In Terawatt Hours (TWh)) Offered by Energy Smart Technologies (Includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
- Increase in VoIP Deployments Spurs Market Opportunities for PoE Chipsets
  Table 3: Robustly Growing Market for VoIP Services Spurs Attractive Market Opportunities for VoIP Infrastructure Solutions including PoE: Global VoIP Service Revenues (In US$ Billion) by Segment (Includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
- Development of New Generation 802.3bt PoE to Expand Applications to Higher Power Intelligent Devices
  Table 4: Technology Feasibility of Delivering High Power Over 4-Pairs Enabled by the 802.3bt Standard to Help Expand End-Use Applications of PoE to Diverse Industries: Global Breakdown of Next Generation Four-Pair PoE Enabled Ports (In Million) by Emerging End-Use Markets for the Years 2016 & 2018 (Includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
- Growing Interest in Outdoor PoE Deployments Drives the Popularity of Fiber PoE
- PoE to Emerge as the Crucial Link for Connecting Internet of Things (IoT), Smart Buildings / Infrastructure & Industry 4.0 Networks
- PoE: The Power Distribution Backbone for Connected IoT Devices
- Low Voltage PoE Lighting: The Next Big Thing in IoT
- Table 5: Expanding IoT Ecosystem Throws the Spotlight on PoE as the Technology Most Suited for Powering...
the Billion-Plus IoT Connected Devices: Global Number of Internet of Things (IoT) Devices (In Billion) by Sector for the Years 2016 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart) (includes corresponding Graph/Chart) (includes corresponding Graph/Chart) (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Disruptive Rise of Smart Grid & IoT to Drive Unconventional Growth in the PoE Market
Table 6: Growing Investments in Smart Grid Networks for Automation & Digital Communications & the Ensuing Emphasis on Network Stability Spurs Opportunities for PoE: Global Investments in Advanced Metering Infrastructure & Distributed Grid Management (In US$ Billion) for Years 2013 & 2016 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

The Rise of Mega Datacenters Worldwide Supported by Data Center Outsourcing Drives the Importance of PoE Networking
Table 7: Increase in Datacenter Investments Provides the Foundation for Growth of PoE as a Vital Infrastructure Component in Modern Low Cost Datacenters: World Datacenter Investments (In US$ Billion) by Geographic Region for the Years 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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3. PRODUCTS INNOVATIONS/INTRODUCTIONS
Linear Technologies Launches LT4295, a Next-Gen IEEE Compliant Product
D-Link ANZ Unveils DWL-8710AP Unified Wireless-AC POE Outdoor Access Point
ARBOR Introduces ARBOR AES-5204, an Industrial Ethernet Switch with Four PoE Ports
Superior Essex Introduces PowerWise™ 4PPoE I/O CMR/CMX Cables
Microsemi Introduces PDS-EM-8100 PoE 2.5 Gbps Multiplexer
Innodisk Unveils Two PoE Expansion Cards, ESPL-G4P1 and EMPL-G2P1
Solis Energy Unveils LPT138 Adapter with PoE Feature
DIGISOL Introduces DG-FS1008PH-A, with External Power Adapter
DIGISOL Unveils DG-FS1009PF-A with 1 Uplink Port
amBX Introduces SmartCore, a Lighting System Enabled by IoT
Cree Launches SmartCast®, a PoE Platform for IoT Controlled Lighting and Data Analytics
Microsemi Launches PDS-104GO Outdoor PoE Switch
Philips Rolls Out First Lighting Installation Powered by PoE
DIGISOL Unveils DG-WM2015DIO, a 300 Mbps Outdoor 2.4 Ghz Wireless Access Point
B+B SmartWorx Introduces Three New PoE+ Switches
Alpha Technologies Launches Alpha PG-D Power Gateway
ASSA ABLOY Unveils IN220 PoE Lock
Superior Essex Introduces PowerWise™ Category 5e Cable
Microsemi Launches PD-9001Gl and PD-9501Gl PoE Midspan Injectors
Priam Introduces A9054, U9054, D9054 in Thin & Zero Client Range
Silicon Labs Unveils Si3459 8-port PoE PSE Controller
Exterity Unveils AvediaPlayer Receiver R93XX IPTV Set-Top Box
Amino Rolls Out H150, a New IPTV Device
Perle Launches IEEE 802.3af/at Compliant POE Ethernet Switches
Advantech Unveils UNO-1483G and PCM-24R2PE for Motion and Vision Applications
Dell Launches New SonicPoint AC Series of Wireless Access Points
Foscam Introduces FI8910E, a PoE Enabled IP/Network Camera
Thinlabs Introduces Industry's First All-In-One Quad-Core PoE computer
Lanner Unveils UP-2010, a Versatile Enterprise Network Platform
Yealink Unveils SIP Phones with Phybridge and Phylink Technologies
Nimans Launches 'Core' and 'Edge,' Two New PoE Switches
Coilcraft Launches POE300F Series for PoE+ Applications
D-Link Launches DES-1008P+ and DES-1018MP, Two New Full PoE Switches
Tectrol Unveils TFE-1800-48, a front-end power supply for PoE and ATCA applications
EtherWAN Launches EX78602 Series Switch
Harting Introduces Ha-VIS eCon Ethernet Switch Series
General Cable Introduces EfficienC™ Max Line of GenSPEED® Brand Cables
Coilcraft Unveils PL160 and PL300 Series Planar Transformers
Vubiq Introduces HaulPass V60TM Series
Platinum Tools Launches Cable Prowler™ Pro Test Kit with advanced capabilities
Cisco and Rockwell Automation Launches ArmorStratix 5700 Ethernet Switch
Silvertel Launches Circuit and PCB Layout for a 5v PoE Adapter Board
Keysight Technologies Unveils U2049XA LAN, Industry's first TVAC Power Sensor
Aquantia Launches AQrate PHY Devices to Deliver 5 times Higher Throughput
Studio Technologies Introduces PoE Dante-to-Party-Line Intercom Interface
Phybridge Introduces CLEER, Industry's First 24-port Managed Switch
D-Link Rolls Out DES-1008P+ and DES-1018MP Full PoE Switches
Baumer Launches Camera with Dual GigE and 20 MP Max Resolution
ZyxEL Introduces GS2210 Series Gigabit Layer 2 Switches
Red Lion Unveils N-Tron Series Injectors
L-Com Rolls Out DIN Mountable PoE Midspan/Injector
VXL Introduces Next-Gen Vtona V200-PE PoE, PCoIP® Zero Client
INTELLINET Unveils 502900 Series for Simplified Installation of Ethernet-based Devices
Texas Instruments Launches New Evaluation Module
Texas Instruments Introduces Next-Gen PSE Controller
Crestron Unveils FlipTop™, a PoE Enabled Control System
Alcatel-Lucent Introduces Omniswitch 6860 Access Switch
Sealevel Introduces New eI/O Family of Ethernet Digital I/O Solutions

4. RECENT INDUSTRY ACTIVITY
Network-1 Settles Patent Litigation with Dell, Inc.
Network-1 Settles Patent Litigation with Sony Corporation
Kinetic Technologies Acquires Akros Silicon
Igor Completes Series A Round of Funding

5. FOCUS ON SELECT PLAYERS
Akros Silicon, Inc. (US)
5. GLOBAL MARKET PERSPECTIVE
Table 11: World Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Power over Ethernet (PoE) Chipset by Geographic Region
US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific and Rest of World Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 12: World Historic Review for Power over Ethernet (PoE) Chipset by Geographic Region
US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific and Rest of World Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 13: World 14-Year Perspective for Power over Ethernet (PoE) Chipset by Geographic Region
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific and Rest of World Markets for Years 2009, 2016 and 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 14: World Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for IP Telephony by Geographic Region
US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific and Rest of World Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific and Rest of World Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific and Rest of World Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific and Rest of World Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific and Rest of World Markets for Years 2009, 2016 and 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 20: World Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Other End-Use Segments by Geographic Region
US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific and Rest of World Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 21: World Historic Review for Other End-Use Segments by Geographic Region
US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific and Rest of World Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 22: World 14-Year Perspective for Other End-Use Segments by Geographic Region
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific and Rest of World Markets for Years 2009, 2016 and 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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Table 24: The US Historic Review for Power over Ethernet (PoE) Chipset by End-use Segment
IP Telephony, IP Cameras and Others Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Revenue Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 25: The US 14-Year Perspective for Power over Ethernet (PoE) Chipset by End-use Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for IP Telephony, IP Cameras and Others Markets for Years 2009, 2016 and 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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Table 32: European Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Power over Ethernet (PoE) Chipset by End-use Segment
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IV. COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
Total Companies Profiled: 44 (including Divisions/Subsidiaries 45)
The United States (28)
   Canada (2)
   Europe (7)
      - France (1)
      - Germany (2)
      - The United Kingdom (2)
      - Rest of Europe (2)
   Asia-Pacific (Excluding Japan) (8)
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